
NEW PEUGEOT RCZ R



The RCZ R is the fastest production car we’ve ever built and combines the high
level performance of a sports coupé with exceptional efficiency.

1.6 THP 270: Urban drive cycle 33.6 mpg (8.4 l/100km) - Extra urban drive cycle 55.4 mpg (5.1 l/100km) -
Combined drive cycle 44.8 mpg (6.3 l/100km) - CO2 emissions 145 g/km.

270 hp
0 to 60 mph : 5.9s
44.8 mpg







RCZ R was developed by Peugeot Sport to be race track capable but it is
equally accomplished and just as enjoyable to drive on the road.

Precision and performance is guaranteed with increased power, torque and
acceleration.  RCZ R benefits from stiffened suspension, Torsen® limited slip
differential and improved traction, which contribute to its excellent stability
and responsive steering.

R YOU READY?



STYLE AND
REFINEMENT



19’’ two-tone alloy wheels, red front brake callipers and
Peugeot Sport branded door sills have been specially
designed for the exclusive RCZ R.

RCZ R is also equipped with a large fixed rear spoiler, twin
sports exhaust, titanium tinted headlights and matt black
roof arches.

Its low profile and sports equipment are designed to
improve RCZ R’s efficiency and aerodynamics while
establishing its sophisticated, refined style.





RCZ R represents all of Peugeot Sport’s expertise with sports
seats, small steering wheel and sports gear lever contributing
to intense driving sensations. Meticulous care and attention
has gone in to every detail with red overstitching continuing
the racing theme.

The stunning interior of leather, alcantara and aluminium is
crafted from materials of exceptional quality. Enjoy the
elegant, sports ambience of RCZ R’s elite cabin, which is
dedicated to driving pleasure.

SENSATIONAL
DESIGN



Moroccan Red

Mercury Grey

Opal White

Nera Black

COLOURS

PERSONALISATION
RCZ R offers personalisation options
including brilliant or satin black carbon roof,
body transfers and brilliant black door mirror
covers.

Body transfers – My RCZ B



R branded leather and alcantara sports seats.

TRIM



www.peugeot.co.uk
MCP3733


